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INTRODU~lON

1.

The Terminal Doppler Weather Radar ~WR)
testbed radar (kttown as ~-2) collected data near Denver’s
‘Stapleton Airport during 1988 and near the Kaosaa ~ty In.
Emational Airpon (MCI) during 1989. One objective of the
~WR Program is to detect gust fronts and their associated
wind stifm. ~!a information can be used by an Air Traffic
Control (ATC) supewisor to plan mnway changea and for
warnings of potentially-hazardous
gust front-related wind
sheara to arriving and depaning pilots. ~Is function is performed by the gust frOnt detectiOn algOrithm.
Att ongoing assessment of the performarice of the
current TDWR gust front algorithm is necessary to ensure
that the algorithm performs consistently in different environments. Such assessments were performed after the 1988
TDWR Operational Test and Evaluation in Denver and after
the 1989 operational season in Kansas City. This paper pres.
ettts a comparison of gust front characteristics
such as
length, duration, strength, and propagation speed and direc.
tion that occurred in Denver and Kansas City and a comparison of algorithm performance at each location.
h the following, the term” gust front refers to the
leading edge of the thunderstorm outflow throughout its life
cycle. A gust front event is a single obsemation of a Sttst
front (on a radar volume scan) by the National Severe
Storms bboratory
(NSSL) ground-truth ana[yst.
2.

GUST FRONT CWRACTERISTICS

Number of obser!’ed gust Jronts during the months OJ
FiE”,e 1.
June. July. and A“gusl al De”,,er (1988) and Kansas City (1989),
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shown in Figure 2. Kansas Chy gust events were stronger
b
than Denver sust events.
The distribution of lengths of gust front events is provided in figure 3. Denver: ustfronts tend to be shorter than
Kansas Gty gust fronts. The average gust front length for
Denver and Kansas Chy \vas 29 km and 31 km, respectively.

h order to compare the frequency of gust front occurrertce in Denver and Kansas Ctty, Sustfronta durins the
months of June, July, and August in Denver in 1988 and
in Kansas Cttyin 1989 were tabulated. AlthouSh FL-2 operated outside these months at both locations, only these
months of operation were common to both demonstrations.
The distribution of these gust fronts is provided in Figure 1.
More gust fronts were observed in Denver (1 33) than in Kansas Chy (49) during this three-month period. In Denver, the
month ofpeakgust
front activity was July, wKlle in Kansas
City August was the month of peak activity.
Gust frottt strength isdetermined
by the change in
Doppler velocity (AW across tbe gust front. The strength
ofasust
front is defined as “wear for5 m/a SAVC 10
tnJS “moderate” fOr 10~s
sAV<15
ml% “strOng” fOr
15 tiss
AV <25 mls; and “severe” fOr AV 225 mls. The
percent of gust front events in each strength category are

Figure 2.
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Seventy-seven Denver
(1989) gust fronts were chosen
fronts for analysis of duration
bution of gust front duration
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Gust Front Duration (minutes)
82% of Kansas Chy gust fronts had durations of less than
60 minutes, as compared to s270 of Denver gust fr~ms, The
mean duration of Denver and Kansas City gt!st fronts \vas
71 and 42 minutes, respectively. Thus, Denver gust fronts
are longer-lived than Kansas City gust fronts.
The distribtltion of gust front propagation speed is
shown in Figure 5., which i“dicmes that Kansas ~ty gl!st
fronts propagated faster than Denver gust fronis, The average propagation speed of Denver and Kansas Chy gust
fronts \VaS about
7 mls a“d 10 mls, respectively,
ne distribution of the direction toward which the
gust front propagated is give” i“ Figure 6, In both Denver
and Kansas ~tY, the preferred direction of propagation was
from the northwest quadram to sO”theasi quadrant.

direclio”
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(19S8) and 66 Kansas City
from the complement of gust
and propagation. The distriis shown in Figure 4. About

Kansas
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DETE~ION

AND

The gust front algorithm serves t\vo functions: \\arn.
ing and planning. Wind shear hazard warnings are issued
when a gust front impacts the run\vays or within 3 miles of
the ends of the runways, The alarm message consists of the
tYPe Of hazard (wind shear for gust fronts), the ]ocatiO” a“d
expected gain !n wind speed (e.g. tvind shear alert, 35 knot
gain, one mile final). The planning function consists of alert.
ing an Air Traffic Control Supervisor when a change in wind
speed andlor direction due to a gust front at the airpofl is
imminent. A description of the algorithm and an assessment
of its performance during the 1988 Denver operational demonstration are found in Klingle-Wilson, et a)., (1989), Merritt, et al. (1989), and Smith, et al., (1989).
3.1.
Warnine ~
The ability of the algorithm to produce timely, usef”[
warnings rests upon its ability to detect convergent shears
in the Doppler velocity data. TWObasic statistics were used
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to quantify detection performance: ProbabOhy of Detection
(POD) and Probabd,ty of False Alarm &FA). These statistics are defined as:
POD

3.3.

~

=

total

3.2.

=

Gust Fronts Wthin

P,obabilily

73%

1989

72%

I

Of Defection

?FA

SEVERE

ALL

91%

1o0%

78%

2%

81%

927.

77%

13%

MODERATESTRONG
19a8

The Sust front algorithm estimates the wind shear
hazard associated with each gust front and issues a warnins
if the gust front is over the airport. The \varning is composed of two parts, the location of the lvind shear and the intensity.
A srarning is viewed as correct only if the gust front alarm
is issued for the appropriate location along a runway Center
line. The probability of correctly locating the wind shear
event is determined by computing the number of tvind shear
alerts issued at the airport di~,ided by the “number wind shear
alerts that sbmtld hava been issued. The results Of this
analysis for 1988 (Denver) and 1989 (Kansas City) are
shmvn ill Table 3. It is important to note that the ability
Pr.b.bil;ly
O{ C.r,ecdy De,ec,i”g I!<;nd Shear at
Table 3.
AirPo,i ~
Pw
ALL
MOOERATE STRONG
SWERE
I

60km of the Radar

POD, for all truthed gust fronts (of mOderate Or
greater strength) as a function of gust front strength, for
1989 Kansas City is sho\vn in Table 1. (ALL refers to all
Table 1.
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gust fronts of moderate or greater strensth.) Corresponding
POD results from the 1988 Denver operational demonstmtion are provided for comparison. In general, there is fittle
difference in performance bet\veen 1988 and 1989. The largest POD differences are in the strong and severe categories.
However, one must take care in interpreting the POD for
severe gust fronts since there was only one severe event durins 1988.

19a6
1969

64%
29%

I

66%
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68%

40%
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70%

0%

45%

40%
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to mrrectly locate wind shear over MCI is significantly less
than over Stapletori. The reason for this is the location Of
the radar relative to the respective airports.

The prin?ary cause of missed detections was inadequate convergence in the radial direction. Because the alg~
rithm detects only radial conver~ence, it is easier to detect
gu,st fronts that are oriented perpendicular to the radar
beam. As gust fronts move closer to the radar, less of their
lengths are oriented perpendicular to the beam, mating
them more difficult to detect. An example of the loss of detection of a gust front as it moves over the radar ia Siven
in Flgl!re 7. The locations of the Stapleton and. MCI airPOrts
Fl~u,. 7. Exa”?ple oJ1he 1.ss OJ. 8u51J,0.I de,eclio” m rhc zust
J?O.I proses O!rer lhc radar. The reclans1.$ ,ep,..en! Sro””d fr”lh
and Ihe solid lines represen! defections. MCI is located norlhe.fc
OJ the radar. DEN is 1. ted
orlhtves! of !he ra or.
\

The POD does. not indicate how Ivell a gust front is
detected. One measure of the goodness of the detection is
the percent of the IenSth of the event that is detected by the
algorithm. The average Percent of. bngth Detected as a
function of gust front strength is given in Table 2.
Table 2.

Gust Fronts at rhe AirDOrt

events

false alarms
correct alarms + false alarms
An event is a single observation (on a volume scan) by the
NSSL ground-truth analyst of a gl,st front in the radar data.
A detected event is an algorithmic declaration” of a gust
front that overlaps ground truth. A false alarm is an algorithmic declaration that does not overlap ground truth. Only
those gust fronts that are located within 60 km of the radar
are truthed and scored. In general, it is more impofiant to
detect the stronger gust fronts since they represent the greatest hazard to aviation. For that reason, the following discussion deals only with gust fronts of moderate or greater
strength.
PFA

blowins against clutter. This \vas obser\,ed on the bluffs sur.
rounding the Missollri River.
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A,,emgc Percent of Le”tfh Delec fed.
STRONG
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66%
59%

69%

73%

67%

61%

50%

60%
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Radar

Radar
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For the 1988 Denver and 1989 Kansas Chy data, the
Probability of False Alarm (PFA) was 2% and 13% respectively. A common producer of false alarms in Kansas City
was the vertical shear in the horizontal wind fi.e., winds increasing, decreasing, or veering with height). This change
of wind with height produced an apparent convergence in
the Doppler velocity field that was detected by the gust front
algorithm. In addition, the locatlOns ,Of these regions werq
roushly equal to the ranse Of the airport from the radar,
resulting in false warnings to pilots. Techniques for discriminating vertical wind shear-induced false alarms are under
investigation at NSSL.

t,

6%

15km

15km

e’
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Radar
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A second source of false alarms was ground clutter
that was not completely removed by the clutter residue editins process. Since ground clutter exhibits a near-zero
Doppler velocity, a false convergence is created by winds

l~km

relative to FL-2 are shown.
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The preferred propagation direction for g~lst fronts
at both locations was northwest to souiheast. If one assumes
that gust front orientation is perpendicular to propagation
direction, then the preferred gust front orientation is north.
east to southwest. In Denver, Stapleton Airport was located
to the northwest of FL-2 and therefore most gust fronts that
passed over Stapleton \vere oriented perpendicular to the radar beam and the probability of detecting them \vas quite
good. Ho\vever, when those gust fronts moved too close to
the radar (i.e., overhead) the detections \vere lost.
In Kansas Chy, MCI was located northeast, of FL-2
with the result that most of the gust fronts that impacted
MCI were oriented parallel to the beam. In addition, those
gust fronts typically passed over the radar at the same time
they were impacting the airpoti. Therefore, tbe probability
of detecting gust fronts over MCI and issuing tvarnings to
pilots was small. The ability to detect reflectivity thin lines
andlor azimuthal shears is essential i“ cases where the
TDWR radar site is unfavorable with respect to the local gust
front climatology.
The Probability of False Warning (PFW) is defined
as the number of false alarms issued divided by the total
number of alarms issued. For Kansas Chy 1989, the PFW
was 4070 versus 07. for Denver 1988, The Kansas City false
warnings were due entirely tovertical shears in the horizontal winds over the airpon.
The accuracy of the wind shear intensity estimates
is scored by comparing the intensity expressed in the alert
to pilot reports as logged by observers in the tower. For 1989
and 1988, the average difference between pilot reports and
alerts was about 15 kts, with alerts overestimating wind
shear relative to pilot reports.
The number of pilot reports available for the analysis
of the wind shear hazard estimate is quite small (less than
10). There is some evidence in the literature (Wolfson,
1990) that suggests that the wind shear hazard associated
with a gust front may not be appropriately characterized by
tbe simple calculation L]scd in the algorithm. From 1986
throush 1989, the UND Citation aircraft performed a ntlnl.
ber of gust front penetrations. These data will be analyzed
to determine if the gust front wind shear hazard estimation
algorithm should be refined.

3,4.

planning

POCF, as a function of gust front strength, is given
in Table 4. For Denver (1988), the PFF for the 10 and 20
Tab/@ 4,

::m

minute forecasts was 117. and 189., respectively. For Kansas City (1989) the PFF for the 10 and 20 minute forecasts
\vas 1870 and 2t 9., respectively. Forecasts were generated
only abol]t 5G% of the time. The high POCF values show
that, when generated, forecasts were very accurate,
The accuracy of the \vind shiFt estimate is determined
by comparing the wind shift estimate to the mesonet data.
The avera~e absohlte difference in \vind speed and direction
between the wind shift estimate and the mesonet data was
3 m/s and 30”, respectively. The wi]ld shift speed was, on
the average, abollt 2 mls larger than that determined from
the mesonet data and the wind shift direction was about Scounterclockwise of the nlesonet \vind direction, These results are nearly idenrical to the 1988 Denver results,
4.

PFF

CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of the Stlst fronts that occurred at each
location shouts, significant differences in gust front characteristics. Although Kansas City Sust fronts were fewer in
number, they tended to be stronger, lon~er, faster-moving,
and shoner-!ived than Denver gust fronts.
In general, there was no significant difference (bet>veen Kansas City and Denver) in the ability of the algorithm to detect gust fronts \vithin GOkm of the radar, Howev.
er, the ability of the cllrrellt algorithnl (Ivhich uses only
radial conver~ence) to generate n,ind shear hazard warnings
at MCI was less than at Denver. There appears to be a pre.
ferred gl!st front orientation (northeast to soutl?\vest) in both
Denver and Kansas City. Stapleton airport was located
north\vest of FL-2 and gust fronts moving over the airport
\vere perpendicldar to the beam. MCI was located northeast
of FL-2 and gust fronts over MCI \vere aligned along the
radar beam. The incorporation of reflectivity thin line andlor
azimuthal shear detection into the gust front algorithm
would improve detection capability in cases of unfavorable
vietving angle.

Product Performance

number of valid
number of events
number of
=
number of (forecasted

OJCO,,ec! Forec031

---

Runway management is improved with the TDWR by
alerting an Air Traffic Control (ATC) Supervisor \vhen a
wind shift is expected at the airpon (forecasted location)
and the winds that will result after the gust front passage
(wind shift estimate). The forecasted location is scored by
determining if a forecast overlaps the truth region for the
tinle at whicl~ the forecast is valid, If so, a valid forecast
is declared. There are two type of errors in forecasts: fore.
casts whose locations do not agree with the Sround truth (a
missed forecast) and forecasts for gust fronts that no IonSer
exist (a false forecast). Forecasts are made for 10 and 20
minutes into the future. The statistics for evaluation of the
performance of the forecasting function are the Probability
of a Correct Forecast (POCF) and Probability of False Forecast (PFF) and are given by
POCF =

Pmbabiii,y

5.
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